GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION (VIGILANCE BRANCH)
OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-110054

No.DE.7/1086/PGT/VIG/HQ/13 Dated:

ORDER

Whereas, Sh. Dhan Pal Singh, PGT (Comm.) was charge sheeted u/r 14 of CCS (CCA) Rules, 1965 vide Memorandum No. DE.50(10)/vig./VB/2012/550 dated 04.10.2012 on the following articles of charge:

“ARTICLE-I

Sh. Dhan Pal Singh, PGT (Comm.) while working at GB Pant, SBV, Srinivasapuri, New Delhi was served with a Show Cause Notice issued by DDE (South) vide No. 1378 dated 03.12.11 for the various misconduct, disobedience reported by the HOS concerned and for violation of CCS Conduct Rules 1965. The reply dated 13.12.2011 submitted by Sh. Dhan Pal Singh, PGT (Comm.) was not found satisfactory. He failed to maintain absolute integrity and devotion to his duty. Thus he violated Rule-3 of CCS (CCA) Conduct Rules 1965.”

And whereas, Dr. A.N. Siddiqui, Principal, GBSSS, Andrewganj, New Delhi and Sh. S.K. Gupta, Head Clerk, Navjeevan SKV Begumpur, STC/MMTC Colony, New Delhi were appointed as Inquiry Officer and Presenting Officer respectively vide Order No. F.DE.50(10)/vig./south/2012/07-09 dated 02.01.2013. The Inquiry Officer conducted the Inquiry and submitted the inquiry report dated 07.03.14 concluding the charge against the C.O. as “Not proved.”

And whereas, the inquiry report was served upon the C.O. against which a representation dated 26.03.14 has been received from him which has been considered.

And, whereas a perusal of the inquiry report reveals that the charges levelled against Sh. Dhan Pal Singh PGT (Comm), the C.O. are not proved. In the light of the above facts, I am inclined to agree with the findings of the Inquiry Officer regarding the charges not being proved.
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Now, therefore, I, Padmini Singla, Director of Education being the Disciplinary Authority, in exercise of powers conferred upon me under Rule 12 of CCS (CCA) Rules, 1965 hereby exonerate Sh. Dhan Pal Singh, PGT (Comm.) from all the articles of charges levelled against him vide Memorandum No. DE.50(10)/Vig./VB/2012/550 dated 04.10.2012.

(PADMINI SINGLA)
DIRECTOR (EDUCATION)

Sh. Dhan Pal Singh
PGT (Comm.)
GB Pant SBV Sri Niwas Puri
New Delhi-110065
Through DDE (South East)

No.DE.7/1086/PGT/VIG/HQ/13

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:
1. The DDE (South East), Dte. Of Edn., Delhi.
2. The ADE (E-II), Dte. Of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi.
3. The HOS/DDO/PAO concerned through DDE (South East)
4. APIO (IT) with the direction to upload the order on the website.
5. Guard File.

(R. K. RATHEE)
DY. Director of Education (Vig.)